TOP SECRET/MJ-12

Central Intelligence Agency

From: Director of Central Intelligence (MJ-1)

To: MJ-2
MJ-3
MJ-4
MJ-5
MJ-6
MJ-7

Ref: Project MAESTIC
      GENOVAH (MJ)
      Project PVING
      Project PARASITE
      Project PAREHELION

In the context of the above it has become necessary to review and evaluate duplication of field activities in light of the current situation. To eliminate this problem, I have drafted new directives for your review and consideration. Please evaluate each draft on its own merit with the goal of finding acceptable solutions in which all can agree on. As you must know LANCER has made some inquiries regarding our activities which we cannot allow. Please submit your views no later than October. Your action to this matter is critical to the continuance of the group.

Tab (A) President's EYES ONLY
Tab (B) "NEED-TO-KNOW"
Tab (C) DoD 5200.1
Tab (D) Project BLUE BOOK
Tab (E) Freedom of Information
Tab (F) PSYOP
Tab (G) BW
Tab (H) Project ENVIRONMENT
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[Handwritten note: "DO NOT REMOVE FROM SAFE 9/1/84"]
DRAFT

Directive Regarding President's EYES ONLY

In the likely event that the subject of unidentified flying objects or unconventional aerial weapons is a subject matter under discussion with the Chief Executive, National Security Council Staff, department heads, the Joint Chiefs, and foreign representatives, a clarification of the question is in order to ascertain the reason(s) for bringing up the subject. A standard response should suffice to redirect the question. Under no circumstances should a member suggest or by inference, that the subject is classified as a national security threat. In the unlikely event that UFO's overtly display hostile intent towards the security of the United States, as a group, and after consultation, should a full disclosure be made in accordance with the law as required.
DRAFT

Regarding DoD 5200.1

Until the CRO/DoD 5200.1 will be utilized only in the performance of special task functions with military intelligence liaison as specified in SECDEF and 54/12 policy directive.
DRAFT

Directive Regarding Project BLUE BOOK

BLUE BOOK will continue in internal intelligence activities and counterintelligence functions as specified in current NIE. Reference to BLUE BOOK is authorized only when responding to public and congressional inquiries.
Directive Regarding Freedom of Information

Priority requests forwarded to members by authorized individuals or institutions are temporarily denied until the threat of exposure is eliminated and the assurance that no residents are present before requests are acted upon.
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DRAFT

Directive dated 12

PS: TOP USE ONLY: All the existing security condition GHQ until such time they are found out.

Units designated for GHQ are authorized to interrogate and

Gain any needed targets.
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DRAFT

Directive Regarding BW

Designated MJ projects should be held in readiness to perform SPIKE and HOUSE CLEANING operations in major production centers in the event conventional methods are not satisfactory. Specialists from MK-ULTRA and ARTICHOKE are hereby activated to conduct DOMESTIC.
DRAFT

Directive Regarding Project ENVIRONMENT

When conditions become non-conducive for growth in our environment and Washington cannot be influenced any further, the weather is lacking any perspiration... it should be wet.